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ABSTRACT
Interrelations between processes of radiation, convection, and evaporation near the sea surface are determined quantitatively, for the North P acific Ocean. The object was to investigate these processes of heat changes as a whole rather than to consider any one of them in detail. In particul ar, revised values of a coeffi cient giving the time rate of temperature change were determined for use in a method of calculating surface currents from temperature. Observations of a twenty-year series of North P acific Ocean surface t emperatures in an eastern area extending from latitude 20° to 50° were selected so as to be least influenced by ocean currents. Monthly averages for 5° quadrangles prepared and published by the Imperial Japanese Observatory at Kobe were used as a basis for calculatin g these normal temperatures corresponding to half degree latitude intervals. Values of the average daily solar radiation reaching the sea surface, during each month, prepared and pub1ished by H. H. Kimball of the U.S. Weather Bureau and measurements of the amount of solar radiation at variou depths provided the additional observational material used. Equating the time rate of change of the amount of heat in an elementary volume of water to that furnished by the absorption of penetrating solar radiation less the rate of loss led to a simple differential equation whose solution expressed the theoretical sea temperature in t erms of time, latitude and depth for depths less than 35 meters. The amount of solar radiation at each of a series of depths was assumed to be reduced in a constant ratio for each of the equ al depth intervals, and the rate of loss of heat was ass umed to vary in proportion to the temperature.
These theoretical temperatures agreed closely with the observed ones . The coefficient in the expression for the rate of loss of heat was calcul ated first from its relation to the lag (one to three months) between maximum t emperatures a nd m aximum radiation, and minimum temperatures and * Presented at Section of Meteorology of the A. A. A. S. at Denver, June, 1937. t Contributions from t he Scripps Institution of Oceanography. New Series, No.
25.
(217) minimum radiation, and second from t he seasonal temperature range and solar radiation observations. Also values of various quantities in the temperature equation based upon observations of solar radiation agreed well with those obtained from the t emperature itself. The amount of radiation penetrating the sea surface was calculated by ass uming it to be proportional to that reaching the surface. This required determinations of the absorption coefficient of radiation, values of which were fo und from the literature on measurements of the radiation at various levels. Values ranging from about .08 up to .45 were listed, the median being about .22.
Since the mean annual amount of heat at any level depends only upon the position, the average rate at which heat is received from the penetrating radiation equals the rate of loss. Therefore, by means of corrections already determined for finding the part of the heat loss due to evaporation, this loss can be expressed in terms of the evaporation expressed in meters per month. This theoretical rate of the mean annual evaporation at a series of latitudes agreed well with values found by Wiist who used a partially empirical method for reducing pan observations of evaporation to evaporation from the sea surface.
FUNDAMENTAL ASSUMPTIO S AND MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
Essentially the basis is the same as that of an earlier paper (McEwen, 1919) dealing primarily with the oceanic circulation. But an impro,·ed procedure is developed, and additional res ults are deduced. l\tloreoYer revised values of the quantities are calculat ed here from recent obsen·ations of normal sea surface temperatures of the North P acific (K obe I mperial Marine Observatory, 1935) and from later estimates (Kimball , 192 ) of the amount of solar radiation reaching a horizontal surface at sea le,·el.
As before, let Q equal the amount of solar radiation penetrating the seasurface per unit of time, and ass ume an exponential law of ab orption where b equals the absorption coeffici ent. Then the amount Qe-1,y reaches the depth y and the amount absorbed by an element of water, of thickne (J. y) and unit horizontal area, equals Qe-blJ b (6. y). R epresent, empirically a before t he complex process of cooling of this element due to eYaporation from the surface, back radiation from the water and mixin cr bv tJ1e imple linear function of the temperature, k (0 -0 1 ) ; ( 6. y) wher~' k 'and 0 1 may vary with depth but may be regarded as constant within Jatjtude interrnls of t he order fi ve degrees, and cr equals the specific heat.
Then equate the rate of change of heat in the element of water to the rate of gain less the rate of loss, thus (2) a0
Qb _ at = e by -le (0 -01).
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Assume the penetrating radiation, Q to be proportional to the incident r~diation Qi, which may be closely represented by the approximate expres-
where x = (latitude -an assumed reference or base latitude), f 2 (0 ) = (3 (0) = 0, K1 and a1 are constants. Then we may write (4)
where the constant K <K1. Equation (2) then becomes
at cr whose solution is
IC (6) where B = I~b, tan E = i. E/ rx equals the time lag of t emperature behind radiation, and rx = ' . .56 annual temperature, 17°.9 at t he base latitude 35° is substituted in equation (6) , where fa(x) and the term invo lving the tim e are both zero, the res ult is which reduces to 0 3 = 17.9 -20.l 7k 1 e-bu, = 17.9 -20.17k = 13. 9, where (see page 225) y 1 equals the depth, of the order three meters, on the exponential curve at which the temperature equals that observed at the surface, and the a verage value of le equals .199. CALCUL ATION OF F UNCTIONS AND PHYSICAL COX T .-L"\"T Equation (6) is a theo retical expression relating the normal temperature 0, or temperature uninfluenced by the general oceanic circulation, and contains certain fundamental physical magnitudes to be determined.
For this purpose observations of solar radiation incident at the ea urface and of norm al sea surface temperatures were used. The function b (x), fa(x), and their derivatives, and t he constants in equation (3 ) of the incident radiation were calculated , using 35° as the base latit ude, as shov.71 in Table   I . The mean annual radiation (line 3) and seasonal half amplitude (line 6) corresponding to average cloudiness over a strip of 155° to 180° west Ion itude (see page 229) Kimball (1928) form the obserY ational ba-is of these calculations.
Surface temperature data sui table for this purpose ha,·e been compiled by the Imperi al Marine Observatory at K obe, Japan (1935) . From their basic tabulation by months and fiv e-degree quadrangles of a great number of North-P acific ocean surface temperatures fo r the period 1911-1930, T able II of normal temperatures and Table III ofnormal gradiem-haw been computed by interpolation for latitude intern tl s of one-half d gree to facilitate numeri cal applications. In ord er to :woid the effect of circulation so apparent in coastal areas a central strip from 155° t o 180° west longitude was se lected as approximating to a region of normal temperatures.
Before fitting equation (6) Table IV . The times of maximum temperature and of minimum t emperature for a series of latitudes were determined from T able II, and the corresponding values of le are entered in columns (1) and (2) of T able V. The half annual t emperature range and solar radiation can also be used for calculating k as foll ows: The t emperature should, according t o equation (6), decrease exponentially from the surface down to moderate depths of the order 50 meters. Actuall y vertical mixing near the surface due to waves and other disturbances t end to reduce the gradient near the surface. Accordingly the t emperature observed at the surface generally corres ponds to that on the exponential curve at a small depth of the order three met ers below the surface. Using this depth y 1 , in the theo retical t emperature equation (6), the h alf annual range of the observed surface temperature has the value (7) The gradient of the mean annual surface temperature is
lei Dividing (7) by (8) gives t he equation
= G6 Cl t + h (.t) wh ose second member denot ed by W can be calculated from Tables II and   III and the last line of T able I. Solving equation (7) for~ gives 1 ei
where, because of t he small range of values of le, the co nstant value .56 may be used for V a 2 + le 2 . The resulting values of !!_ are entered in line 6 of lei T able VI. From equation (6) the latitude gradient of the mean annual temperature equals
which values are entered in line 10 of T able VI.
Again let 6 equal the value of the mean annual t emperature at the base latitude 35°. Then from equation (6),
whose values are tabulated in line 13 of T able VI. T he average rnlues in the last line show a moderate and irregular variation with respect to latit ude. Accordingly, they may be replaced approximat ely b y their average B/ki = 34.66 . Using the value -.326 found fo r ai (see T able I ) from radiation obserrntions, the value of [-.326 + f 2(x) ] can be calculated from the half temperature range as fo llows. R earrange equation (7) and substitut e the numerical B values already found for a 1 , -and y a 2 + k 2 . The result is
The values thus calculated and entered in line 6 of T able 'i II aJ·e seen to agree roughly with those fo und from radiation (see T able I entered in line 7 for co mparison. The agreement is much better for the ce ntral latitudes 25° to 45° than for t he extreme latitudes .
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wh ere the mean annual temperature at the base latitude 35° Substituting ,·alues of the coefficients already determined and values of h (x) and f 3 (x) ca lculated from t emperature and from radiation, t\.vo sets of theoretica l n lue' of the t emperature can be calculated from equation (16) .
Graphs of the theoretical valu es (Fig. 82 ) corresponding to _ {2(.t) and fa(x), det ermined from radiation observations are seen to agree well with the observed values indicat ed by the points. A still better agreement is indicated by the other curves corres ponding to h(x) and fs (:i: ) determined fr om temperature observations. An additional check on t he form of the expression used for solar radiation and tJw corresponding tl1eoretical The absorption coeffi cient b can be determined from the numerous observations of the amount of the solar radiation at series of depths in the ocean. T ypical results, Young and Gordon (1938) , presented in table 9 indicate a high variability of b from about .05 to .40, where one meter is the unit of depth. Such a variation is accounted for by the varying turbidity due to varying amounts of material, i.e., silt or plankton in suspension. The average value of le for the latitude interval 20° to 50° is .199. In order to complet e the calculation of J( a set of units consistent with those used in the tabulation of the incident solar radiation will be used. The incident solar radiation is the daily amoun t averaged over a period of one month and expressed in gram calories per day reaching a horizontal surface of one square centimeter. Since in t he fund amental equation (1) and those derived from it t he unit of time used was one mon th and the unit of length was B cr B le rh, h. h . The median values are respectively 10.80, 11. 70 , 12.81, and 14.01. The product of t his coeffi cient by 23 must be less t han 304, the incident radiation at t he base latitude. Al so it is desirable t o have as small a range or variability as possible in the values of t he coeffi cient with respect to b in order that they may be replaced by a constant value with the lea.st error. The fi rst criterion rules out t he largest factor 14.01 corresponding to the dept h 5. The least variable values of the remaining three correspond to the depth 4.5 t he range being from 12 .2 t o 17.9. Accordingly, using the corresponding median value 12.81, K = 12.81 X 23 = 295.
Amounts of t he penetrating radiation RP calculat ed fo r a series of latitudes using values of [1 + f3 (x) ] obt ained fr om temperatures are entered in line 3 of T able X . Amount s of observed incident radiation, Rs are entered in line 14 for comparison . As shown in t he last lin e, the amount of pen trating radiation varies fr om 88% to 98% of t he available incident radiation corresponding to a loss of 2% to 12% by refl ection, which is consistent wi t h accepted values.
Corresponding to a constant mean annual temperature at any latitude, the rate of loss of heat from a surface layer of water must equal t hat supplied by the penetrating solar radiation . Since t his rate of heat loss is due to evaporation, back radiation, and the diffusion of sensible heat into t he air, corrections must be applied to obtain t he rate of evaporation . The back radiation Br may be computed by means of equation (8) gram calories per day on a square centimeter , wh ere 6,. is the absolute t emperature of the water and 6..t is t he absolute temperature of t he air near the water surface.
The function (10-5 6 4 ) of the absolute t emperature is closely approximated by the fo ll owing more convenient function of t he centigrade temperature 6e (1920, 1936) and Cherubin (1931) , agree well with these theoretical values. This agreement is even better than might be expected because of simplifying assumptions made, and the necessarily crude data used in calculating the evaporation rat e. Theoretical values of the evaporation rat e, Sverdrup (193 7), based upon serial values of the relative humidity and atmospheric turbulence confirmed Wiist's lat er results at the few st ations where the dat a needed we re available.
The general agreement of these different methods further supports the validity of this comprehensive procedure fo r investigating t he various 
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